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Intermediate band solar cells (IBSCs) fabricated to date from In(Ga)As/GaAs quantum dot arrays
(QD-IBSC) exhibit a quantum efficiency (QE) that extends to below bandgap energies. However,
the production of sub-bandgap photocurrent relies often on the thermal and/or tunneling escape of
carriers from the QDs, which is incompatible with preservation of the output voltage. In this work,
we test the effectiveness of introducing a thick GaAs spacer in addition to an InAlGaAs strain relief
layer (SRL) over the QDs to reduce carrier escape. From an analysis of the QE at different
temperatures, it is concluded that escape via tunneling can be completely blocked under short-circuit
conditions, and that carriers confined in QDs with an InAlGaAs SRL exhibit a thermal escape
activation energy over 100 meV larger than in the case of InAs QDs capped only with GaAs.

I. INTRODUCTION
The intermediate band solar cell (IBSC) (Ref. 1) is a
novel photovoltaic device with a higher efficiency limit than
conventional (single-gap) solar cells [63.2% (Ref. 1) versus
40.7%,2'3 assuming maximum sunlight concentration in both
cases]. One approach that is being followed to implement the
IBSC is the use of quantum dots (QDs),4 most frequently
In(Ga)As/GaAs QD arrays.5-11 The QD-IBSC prototypes
fabricated with this system have served to demonstrate the
operation principles of the IBSC model12'13 but they still suffer from parasitic loss mechanisms. In particular, it has been
found that the respective electronic populations of the intermediate band (IB) and the conduction band (CB) cannot be
split sufficiently.14 As a result, in the In(Ga)As/GaAs QDIBSCs demonstrated to date the sub-bandgap (SBG) IB-CB
optical transition is replaced by carrier escape mechanisms.
In this work we present and evaluate a new QD-IBSC structure where carrier escape from the IB to the CB is reduced.
We demonstrate that two aspects of the QD-IBSC design
have to be modified to suppress this carrier escape. First, the
carrier escape in QD-IBSCs has a strong thermal component.
This component has been reduced in our samples by introducing an InAlGaAs strain relief layer (SRL) over the QDs,
which changes the band structure and increases the activation
energy of confined carriers. Second, in the typical QD-IBSC
structure, an additional IB-CB escape component arises
from tunneling of confined carriers to the barrier, for which
carriers can use the QD levels of adjacent layers as intermediate steps. In the new QD-IBSC structure presented here,
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the tunneling mechanism has been blocked owing to the increased thickness of the GaAs spacers that separate the QD
layers.
Strong carrier escape between IB and CB has to be
avoided because it is incompatible with preservation of the
output voltage and the realization of the high efficiencies
predicted by the IBSC theoretical model. To illustrate this
point, we will review briefly the IBSC theory in Sec. I. Detailed descriptions of the IBSC model can be found in earlier
publications.1'1 '16 Section II will describe the samples used
in the experiments, their rationale and manufacture. The experimental results will be presented in Sec. Ill and will be
discussed in terms of the carrier escape activation energy.
II. BASIC IBSC MODEL AND IMPLEMENTATION
WITH QDS
As depicted in the band diagram of Fig. 1(a), in an IBSC
the absorbing material (IB material) exhibits an isolated energy band, the IB, within the fundamental gap (EG); this
band divides EG into two SBGs, EL and EH. An electronhole pair can be generated in this material by two mechanisms: absorption of one photon in the transition labeled (3)
or absorption of two SBG photons through transitions (1)
and (2). To avoid a reduction in the output voltage, it is
necessary that the electronic populations associated with the
IB, the CB and the valence band (VB) are each described by
its own quasi-Fermi level (denoted eFIB for carriers in the IB,
e Fe for electrons in the CB, and e ^ for holes in the VB). This
means that carrier relaxation within the bands (thermalization) is a much faster process than carrier relaxation between
bands (recombination). Also, two layers of conventional
semiconductor of opposite doping (p-emitter and n-emitter)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Band diagram of an IBSC under illumination and
positive bias. EG is the fundamental bandgap, EL and £ H the SBGs; emB, eFe,
and eFh are the quasi-Fermi levels associated with the IB, CB, and VB,
respectively, (b) Simplified band diagram of a GaAs-capped InAs QD showing the approximate values of the EL, £ H , and EG gaps defined in the QDIBSC model.

have to be attached on either side of the IB material to block
the direct flow of carriers from the IB to the metal contacts.1
In this arrangement, the voltage limit of the single-gap solar
cell is preserved, that is, the voltage equals the split between
eFe and e ^ (divided by the electron charge). For optimal
performance, another requirement is that the absorption coefficients are selective.17 This means that photons of energy
higher than EH, which are susceptible to being absorbed in a
VB-IB transition, should not undergo an IB-CB absorption,
otherwise the thermalization losses would increase. The
same applies to photons of energy higher than EG which
must not be absorbed through either of the two SBG transitions.
In the implementation with an In(Ga)As/GaAs QD array,
the confined electronic ground-states of the QDs serve as the
IB (Ref. 4) [see Fig. 1(b)]. The optical properties of this
system can satisfy the condition of absorption selectivity de18

fined in the IBSC model. In particular, photons in the energy range between EH and EG are highly unlikely to be
absorbed in an IB-CB transition, because that would generally imply that an electron is promoted from the confined QD
ground-state (wave function localized in the vicinity of the
QD) to one of the continuum states lying well above the CB
minimum (delocalized wave function).14 However, all spec-

tral photocurrent or quantum efficiency (QE) measurements
on In(Ga)As/GaAs QD-IBSCs reported thus far5-12 show
SBG photocurrent in that spectral range.
The point to emphasize here is that the SBG photocurrent measured in QE experiments on QD-IBSCs constitutes a
proof of strong IB-CB carrier escape, because by illuminating exclusively in the EH-EG spectral range only the VB-IB
transition is optically excited. Therefore, the observation of
this photocurrent, which has been often regarded as a positive feature, is indeed indication that the QD-IBSC structure
under study cannot fulfill the principle of voltage preservation. The fact that carriers can be transferred from the IB to
the CB in practical QD-IBSCs without absorption of a second photon indicates that there is no positive (e Fe -e FIB )
quasi-Fermi split within the QD material, and therefore, that
eV=e F e -e F h cannot be maximized in spite of the use of
emitters. It can be demonstrated on the base of thermodynamic arguments19'20 that the efficiency limit in the case of
zero (e Fe -e FIB ) split cannot surpass the limit of single-gap
cells. In fact, the extraction of SBG photocurrent from a
QD-IBSC assisted by carrier escape from the IB to the CB
can be related to a negative (e Fe -e FIB ) split.14'21'22 There are
a number of reasons for the strength of IB-CB carrier
escape/recombination in the InAs/GaAs QD system. First,
the reduced value of EL. This gap is limited to about 0.2 eV
[see Fig. 1 (b)] because of the confluence of an increase of the
InAs gap under strain, and a reduction in the effective Ec
gap16 caused by the numerous confined hole states and the
quasicontinuum of states introduced by the wetting layer
[(WL); characteristic of the Stranski-Krastanov growth
method23]. Also, the existence of excited QD confined states
and localized energy levels associated with defects makes
thermal escape easier and can assist tunneling escape processes.

Ill. SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
The strategy implemented in our samples to enlarge the
IB-CB gap and reduce thermal escape is the capping of the
InAs QDs with a thin InAlGaAs SRL. It has been demonstrated in the context of QD lasers and LEDs that the use of
InGaAs or InAlGaAs SRLs is an effective method to redshift
24—28

ER.
It has been proposed that this redshift is produced by
an increase in the effective height/size of the QDs in the
presence of an SRL (Refs. 25-27) and also that the reduction
in the local strain in the QDs may avoid, to some extent, the
24 28

blueshifting in the InAs bandgap energy. ' However, for
the QD-IBSC application, the redshift in En alone is not a
solution if EL is not increased at the same time. For example,
if an InGaAs SRL was applied, the SRL would form a
quantum well (QW) adjacent to the dots. The EH gap would
be reduced due to strain relief but the effective value of
EL would not be as much increased, since the presence
of the InGaAs QW would lower the effective CB minimum.
To avoid this possibility, in the samples presented here a
quaternary SRL has been implemented, where the
Inx(ALGa1_v)1_xAs composition has been tuned to achieve a
29

negligible CB offset with respect to GaAs.
Three samples have been fabricated, labeled SA, SB,

TABLE I. Parameters for the three samples SA, SB, and SC analyzed in this work. Peak energy values
correspond to room temperature.

Sample
SA
SB
SC

QD layers

InGaAlAs capping

Spacer
(nm)

Eo
(eV)

E0-E1
(eV)

WL peak
(eV)

EA
(eV)

50
30
10+seed

No
Yes
Yes

83
84
13

1.063
0.974
0.953

0.094
0.101
0.062

1.35
1.39

0.115
0.224

and SC. Their characteristics are compiled in Table I. Two
samples contain InAlGaAs SLRs (samples SB and SC) and
differ in the thickness of the spacer between the QD layers.
Sample SC contains thin spacers (13 nm); that is in the range
of the spacer thicknesses of previous QD-IBSC
prototypes.5-11 Sample SB introduces the novelty of having
much thicker spacers (>80 nm). Finally, sample SA has
thick spacers and no InAlGaAs SRL. The samples were produced by molecular beam epitaxy and contain a stack of
InAs/GaAs QD layers, grown in the self-assembled StranskiKrastanov mode23 and sandwiched between a Si-doped
ra-GaAs emitter (grown over a Si-doped (100) n-GaAs substrate) and an overlying Be-doped p-type GaAs emitter.
Metal ohmic contacts were made by thermal evaporation and
annealing using standard photolithographic methods. The
QD material was <5-doped with Si atoms to an areal density
equal to the QD density, estimated from atomic force microscopy of noncapped test samples at 3-4 X10 10 cm -2 . The
purpose of the Si <5-doping is to semifill the IB states with
electrons.4
Samples SA and SB contain 50 and 30 QD layers, respectively. The QDs were formed by the deposition of 2.4
monolayers (ML) of InAs at 525 T a t a rate of 0.20 ML/s.
A growth interrupt was introduced before the QDs were
capped to promote the formation of a homogeneous popula-

layers is to reduce the electric field in the dot region; they are
usually referred to as field damping layers (FDLs). The motivation for including them in the QD-IBSC design has been
discussed in detail elsewhere.33
Figure 2 shows transmission electron microscope (TEM)
images of the three samples, taken with a JEOL 1200 EX
TEM. The lack of vertical alignment between successive QD
layers in samples SA and SB [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)] indicates
that the growth of thick GaAs spacers smears out and dilutes
the strain-fields from individual buried QDs before the next
QD layer is deposited. As a consequence, a defect-free stack
containing a homogeneous QD ensemble can be grown with
an increased number of layers [see Fig. 2(a) for SB; the TEM
images of SA are similar]. In contrast, the residual strain
concentrated over each QD site in the sample with thin GaAs
spacers [SC, Fig. 2(d)] induces a columnar dot structure.
Also, it can be seen that the QD ensemble in SC is not
homogeneous. In Fig. 2(d) there is a trend of increasing dot
size and base/height ratio with increasing number of layers
and the propagation of some QD columns appears to fail in
the upper layers. This indicates that the material quality in
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tion of large QDs with lower energy confined states. In the
case of sample SB, a 2 nm thick InAlGaAs layer was then
grown. In both cases, a thin GaAs layer (8 nm in SA, 9 nm in
SB) containing the Si <5-doping was subsequently deposited.
The temperature was then raised to 580 ° C to grow a 75 nm
thick spacer of undoped GaAs. The increase in the temperature of the wafer eliminates residual In atoms from the
growth front and smoothes the GaAs surface before the next
30

cycle of QDs is grown.
Sample SC contains 10 QD layers grown following the
same sequence as in SB but with a slightly higher In content
(2.5 ML of InAs equivalent coverage). Here the thick GaAs
spacers were omitted and only the low temperature GaAs
layer containing the Si <5-doping (13 nm thick in this case)
was grown, although the temperature was also raised before
the deposition of the next QD layer to allow surface smoothing and the evaporation of residual In. As the thin GaAs
spacers in SC allow columnar correlation of the QDs, a seed
layer was introduced prior to the 10 X QD stack to boost the
dot density.31'32 In sample SC, following two extra layers
were included: a 100 nm thick layer of undoped GaAs was
inserted between the n-doped emitter and the QD stack, and
a 170 nm thick layer of light n-doped GaAs between the QD
stack and the p-doped emitter. The main objective of these

FIG. 2. Dark field 002 TEM images: (a) low magnification image of sample
SB (the whole active area can be seen, including 30 QD layers, and the
emitter and window layers on top of them), (b) and (c) are high magnification images of samples SA and SB, respectively, showing two layers of dots
each, (d) Active area of sample SC, where the effects of strain build-up on
the growth of the upper QD layers are notable.
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FIG. 3. IQE of samples SA, SB, and SC. The thick lines in each plot represent the measurements taken at room temperature and the other lines correspond
each to the temperature indicated by its label (in Kelvin). The insets show a plausible QD band diagram for each sample, as discussed in the text (z is the
growth direction, dimensions are not scaled). The tunneling and thermal carrier escape mechanisms are illustrated, as well as the transitions at energies EQ and
Ei. "WL" and "Q-cap" stand for the contribution of the WL and InGaAlAs layer to the band diagram, respectively.

sample SC is degraded by strain build-up. In the last decade
the strain build-up effect on the formation of stacked InAs
nanostructures has been studied in several works34-36 and
theoretically explained by anisotropic strain induced migration of atoms of the growing layer to positions above under
lying nanostructures.37
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
QE measurements have been carried out on the QDIBSC samples at low temperatures to evaluate the strength of
thermally activated escape mechanisms and to identify potential temperature independent escape mechanisms due to
tunneling. Figure 3 shows the internal quantum efficiency
(IQE) versus incident photon energy of samples SA, SB, and
SC in the SBG spectral range. The insets illustrate simplified
band diagrams and possible mechanism(s) whereby electrons
escape from the QDs in each sample. The thick line in each
plot corresponds to the room temperature measurement and
the other curves represent data recorded at other temperatures as indicated by their respective labels. The photocurrent
measurements were taken using a stabilized halogen lamp,
an optical chopper, a 1/4 m grating monochromator with a
resolution below 1 nm (1 nm at 2.8 fim) and low-pass filters
to block photons of energy over EG. The cell was connected
to a trans-impedance low-noise preamplifier that biased it at
0 V, and the resulting photocurrent signal was demodulated
using a lock-in amplifier.
The IQE measurements show a SBG photocurrent with
peaks that can be attributed to different transitions between
confined hole levels and confined electron levels. For simplicity, the insets represent the case where selection rules
allow transitions mainly between states with the same principal quantum number n. That is, the first peak observed at
energy E0 has been assigned to a transition from the groundstates of holes to the ground-states of electrons, and the sec-

ond peak at energy E\ to a transition from excited hole states
with n-\ to excited electron states with n=\. This is the
38
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theoretically

and
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experimentally for pyramidal InAs/GaAs QDs, although
for an undetermined dot geometry the transition observed at
E1 could in principle be different, for example from the hole
ground-state to the first excited electron state.
In sample SA, the ground-state transition has an energy
E0= 1.063 eV at room temperature, which corresponds to the
EH gap. The difference between E0 and E1 is 94 meV, comparable with the largest peak energy splits found in the literature for GaAs capped InAs QDs.30'40 Compared with the
IQE of SB, it can be seen that the quaternary capping has a
positive impact on the energy level distribution: in SB E0 has
been redshifted almost 90 meV to 0.974 eV. Crucially, the
reduction in EE has been achieved together with an increase
in the ( £ 0 - £ i ) peak split, 101 meV in SB. The concurrence
of an EE decrease and an (E0-Ei) split increase is evidence
that the SRL has served the purpose of improving the QD
aspect ratio. In both cases the SBG photocurrent drops with
decreasing temperature and is completely suppressed below
— 100 K for the low energy transitions. Therefore, there are
no temperature independent tunneling escape mechanisms in
these samples under short-circuit conditions.
It can also be observed in Fig. 3 that the decrease in the
SBG photocurrent is more pronounced in SB. To estimate
quantitatively the effect of the InAlGaAs SRL on thermal
escape, we present in Fig. 4 an Arrhenius plot of the intensity
of the ground-state transition peak. Thermally activated carrier escape is proportional to the factor exp(-EA/kT), where
EA is the activation energy of confined carriers, k the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. In agreement with this
expression, the points plotted in Fig. 4 for SA (SB) at temperatures below —170 K (—200 K) can be fitted to a
straight line. From the slopes, it is deduced that EA
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FIG. 4. An Arrhenius plot of the IQE at E0 for samples SA, SB, and SC.
From the slope of the linear fit in the range where thermal escape limits the
SBG current extraction, a thermal activation energy EA is deduced for
samples SA (£ A =115 meV) and SB (£ A =224 meV).

= 115 meV in SA and 224 meV in SB. Other experimental
studies have attributed an activation energy of 95 meV to
GaAs capped InAs QDs which exhibit a smaller (EQ-E^
split than sample SA. The increase in more than 100 meV
in the activation energy shows that using an InAlGaAs SRL
is effective at reducing thermal escape in the InAs/GaAs
QD-IBSC. It indicates that the reduction in EH is not counteracted by a narrowing of EG, as would be the case if the
capping layers were acting as a QW. On the other hand, at
room temperature the experimental points in the Arrhenius
plot diverge from the fitted slope. This means that even in the
presence of an InAlGaAs SRL, thermal escape is strong
enough to allow the extraction of all the carriers generated in
the QDs.
It is important to note that the difference between the
activation energies of sample SA and SB measured in Fig. 4
is 109 meV, which exceeds the difference between the corresponding EH values in Fig. 3 (89 meV). To understand this
fact, we have analyzed other differences between the electronic structures of both samples observed in Fig. 3. The IQE
of SA has a peak at 1.35 eV that is usually observed in QD
samples and has been related to transitions between the electron and hole states introduced by the WL. In SB this peak is
shifted to 1.39 eV and is hard to distinguish at high temperatures from the GaAs bandgap edge. A similar blueshift in the
WL in the presence of an Al-containing capping layer has
been reported in Ref. 42. It was explained by the fact the
total surface energy of an ultrathin Al(Ga)As layer is smaller
than that of the In(Ga)As WL at the growth temperature, and
therefore, In atoms in the WL are substituted by Al atoms
during the deposition of the Al-containing cap. In the case of
sample SB, the reduction in the WL confining potential is
very likely partially responsible for the increase in activation
energy observed. We have already mentioned that the effective EL width in InAs/GaAs QD-IBSCs depends not only on
the width of EE but also on the energy threshold of the WL

confined states [Fig. 1(b)]. This is justified by the fact that
the WL states form a quasicontinuum and carrier escape or
relaxation between them and the barrier material bands is
very fast43
Besides the WL signature, the IQE curves of both
samples SA and SB present a collection of peaks at energies
higher than E1. At least two peaks can be seen for SA and six
peaks for SB. Assuming that the transitions observed follow
the same configuration between hole and electron levels, this
indicates that the QDs in SB have more excited states than
the QDs in SA. Photogenerated carriers in these excited
states easily undergo thermal activation, and the presence of
those states might also assist the thermal escape of carriers
from the ground state. However, in the IQE of SB there is a
difference between the behavior of the photogenerated carriers in the high energy confined states and those in the low
energy states. For the high energy peaks, carrier escape is
only weakly reduced by decreasing T, while the intensity of
the £0 a n d E1 peaks is strongly suppressed. Therefore, it is
concluded that in sample SB carrier escape from the ground
state can be suppressed because the energy splitting between
it and the low energy excited states is sufficiently large to
minimize the probability of phonon scattering. Under these
circumstances, the number of high energy excited states and
the splitting between them is not a determining factor.
In the SBG photocurrent of sample SC (Fig. 3, right)
some of the effects that we have associated with the InAlGaAs SRL are observable (notice that £0=0.953 eV and the
WL peak is not distinguishable). However, the SBG photocurrent suppression achieved in SC by reducing the temperature is much weaker than for the other two samples, and
below —50 K it becomes almost independent of the temperature. This result indicates that a temperature independent
tunneling escape mechanism is operative in sample SC under
short-circuit conditions. The FDLs inserted in the structure
avoid the direct tunnel of carriers from QD confined states to
the emitters at the junctions but, based on our results, they
are not reducing the electric field in the vicinity of the QDs
enough to avoid the tunneling of carriers from the confined
ground-state to the barrier material within the QD stack (see
inset of Fig. 3). Given the reduced thickness of the GaAs
spacers in this sample, both resonant tunneling and nonresonant tunneling are possible.44 In the first case, carriers would
tunnel from the ground state of one QD to an excited state of
a neighboring QD in the adjacent layer, and from there to the
barrier material. The probability that the electric field allows
resonant tunneling increases with the number of excited
states (for sample SC at least nine peaks are observed in Fig.
3). Nonresonant tunneling can take place involving a scattering event,44 for example, involving a localized defect produced by inelastic strain relaxation.
The spacer thickness of previously fabricated QD-IBSC
prototypes is typically below 20 nm (Refs. 5-12) and many
of the designs do not include FDLs. Thus, the tunneling escape mechanism found in SC (with the contribution of direct
tunneling from the QD states to the emitters if no FDLs have
been implemented) can explain why the SBG photocurrent
could not be reduced significantly in former low temperature
experiments. ' ' As the elimination of carrier escape by

tunneling is essential for preserving the voltage in QDIBSCs, a conclusion from our results is that the structure of
previous QD-IBSC samples has to be revised. The thickness
of GaAs spacers and the characteristics of FDLs need to be
optimized for each particular design taking into account the
excited QD states that can contribute to resonant tunneling
under the expected voltage bias of operation. The strategy of
introducing very thick spacers and no FDLs, as we have
done for sample SB, is also a solution to this problem, while
it also allows the growth of high quality QD layers without
the need to implement strain-compensating growth methods.
It has still to be determined if this strategy degrades other
aspects of the QD-IBSC performance. In particular, the theoretical model presented in Ref. 47 predicts that if photon
recycling effects are not important, the efficiency of a QDIBSC depends strongly on the ratio between the volume of
barrier to QD material.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The SBG photocurrent measured in InAs/GaAs QDIBSC prototypes proves that there is a strong carrier escape
between the IB and the CB. Weak carrier escape/carrier relaxation between the IB and the CB is the premise for a
positive quasi-Fermi level split between these two bands, and
therefore, for voltage preservation in the InAs/GaAs QDIBSC. We have performed QE measurements at low temperatures to identify carrier escape mechanisms in these devices. Three samples have been compared as follows: in
sample SA conventional InAs/GaAs QD layers were separated by thick (84 nm) GaAs spacers, in sample SB InAlGaAs capped QD layers were also separated by thick GaAs
spacers and in sample SC InAlGaAs capped QD layers were
separated by thin (13 nm) GaAs spacers, which is in the
range of spacer thickness of previous QD-IBSCs. From
them, the structure of sample SB has proved to be the most
appropriate with respect to the strength of IB-CB carrier
escape.
The samples with thick spacers exhibit only thermally
activated carrier escape from the ground-states of the QDs,
whereas in SC a tunneling escape mechanism is also present.
To block tunnel escape and pursue voltage preservation in
future InAs/GaAs QD-IBSCs it will be required to optimize
FDLs and GaAs spacer thicknesses, taking into account particular characteristics of the sample such as the number of
excited QD states that can assist resonant tunneling.
By comparing samples SA and SB, where tunneling escape could be fully eliminated under short-circuit conditions,
it is concluded that the introduction of a 2 nm thick InAlGaAs SRL improves the QD confined states energy distribution and reduces the confining potential of the WL. As a
result, thermal escape is significantly reduced, enhancing the
activation energy of confined carriers in the QD groundstates from 115 to 224 meV.
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